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volumes from the open-ended property funds in the short term.
property funds had to suspend the redemption of their share certifi-
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Rondo 1-B is the name of the spectacular city centre skyscraper
in the Polish capital Warsaw. At 194 metres high, the 40-storey
office tower is Poland’s third-highest building after the Warsaw
Palace of Culture and the Warsaw Trade Tower.

cates temporarily so as not to jeopardise their prescribed liquidity
reserve. A suspension of the redemption serves to protect the fund
from the quick sale of its properties below market prices. Ten of
the open-ended property funds affected have now extended the
suspensions whilst two are again buying back units and withstood
well the initial onslaught following the opening. Whether the open-
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“The Czech Republic and Poland have no property
problems of their own making. Even Slovakia looks good despite
the credit crunch,” says Andreas Ridder, CEE Chairman for property
consultancy CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) in Vienna. The expert’s perspective helps to identify the differences. After all, the bad meal concocted
over the years by international financial chefs, the toxic effects of
which spread firstly in the USA and then in other countries of the
world, is not provoking identical pain everywhere across Central and
Eastern Europe. “In addition to a lack of finance, Ukraine and Russia
are suffering from foreign trade deficits. The Romanians have funded
a large proportion of their growth through foreign debt. And Hungary,
owing to its high indebtedness and the collapse of the forint, is a
particularly sad case,” summarises Ridder. In October 2008, foreign
investors withdrew €5 billion from Hungary in less than 5 days,
leaving the country on the verge of bankruptcy.

Slowdown
The spirit of optimism in Central and Eastern Europe has been dampened by
the financial crisis. Because finance has dried up completions are being delayed
and many projects are not even getting underway. This need not always be a
disadvantage. By Miriam M. Beul

Credit crunch separates the wheat from the chaff

Many countries of Central and Eastern Europe now face a “painful
process of debt repayment”, notes the property consultancy DTZ. In
2009 and 2010, the process known as deleveraging will be associated
with tougher cuts than perhaps many expected. “The heavy dependency on finance from foreign banks can then result in less money being
available at short notice for projects and investments in the property
market,” says Doug Hardman, Investment Director Central and Eastern
Europe (CEE) with DTZ. He advises property portfolio holders in the
region to engage in active asset management. They should also increasingly approach providers of finance.
Hardman also underlines that not all countries are equally
affected by the credit crisis. As positive exceptions, the consultant
cites Poland and the Czech Republic, which had utilised global
credit only to a limited degree. Economies such as Hungary, Russia,
Romania and the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) were,
in contrast, heavily dependent on private foreign capital and had
built up considerable liabilities. “In 2009, the region will show a
mixed picture as far as transaction volumes and property prices
are concerned,” Hardman comments. Overall, DTZ assumes that
the transaction volume in Central and Eastern Europe will be lower
in future than in Western Europe. Higher equity ratios would be
required, which would in turn reduce prices. Throughout the region
the financial crisis will slow down the catching-up process.
Yet differentiation is called for. Investors have not got cold
feet everywhere and not every crane is at a standstill. Those who
chose not to finance their growth on credit in order to overtake the
others will now be rewarded. And where the state of the economy
is better property developers will also continue to cope.

More and more modern building
complexes have been emerging
in Warsaw since 1989, such as
the New Highest Court Complex
on Krasinski Square completed in
1999, which houses the Supreme
Court of Justice.
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The West End City Center in Budapest is the country’s
most-visited shopping centre (above). The Trianon project
development in Prague (see simulation below)
is being completed for the UniImmo: Europa fund.
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The major office markets in the Czech Republic and Poland, for
example, have barely been affected by the financial crisis to date.
“Prague and Warsaw are showing no signs of suffering thus far. The
ratio between new construction in the pipeline and vacant space is well
balanced. Rents will remain steady here over the next 12 to 18 months.
I see a similar situation in Zagreb and Bratislava,” says Andreas Ridder.
In such locations as Sofia, Belgrade, Budapest and Bucharest, on the
other hand, the ratio between already existing surpluses and plans for
new construction is much less favourable. However, it remained questionable in many places as to whether all the projects would actually
be realised, he goes on, with money lacking for the implementation
of planned projects or completion of projects already underway. In
other projects, tenants would have to be found before the developers
could even qualify for credit. “Very good opportunities are arising
for equity-strong investors,” Ridder notes. In October 2008, Union
Investment realised its first single investment in Budapest by acquiring
the “Krisztina Palace” project development in a central part of Buda
for the UniImmo: Global fund. Around the same time, it entered the
Polish market by buying the “3 Stawy” shopping centre in Katowice,
Upper Silesia, also for the UniImmo: Global fund.
Strength of Central und Eastern Europe’s economies
Comparative economic data
The term “Central and Eastern Europe” (CEE) may be
widespread but there is no clear definition of which countries
are meant by it. In the narrow sense the term applies to those
countries that joined the EU from 2004 to 2007 as part of the
enlargement process, especially Poland, Slovakia, the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Bulgaria and
Romania. In the broad sense,
Ukraine can also be added
to this group.

However, studies show that the crisis symptoms are distributed unevenly
between the regional office markets and the major cities. Locations such
as Wroclaw, Poznan, Katowice and Krakow in Poland or Bratislava in
Slovakia have benefited greatly from the outsourcing trend in recent years.
With office rents and wage costs lower here than in Western Europe,
international groups above all are shifting business processes or departments to this region. In particular, sectors with uniform technological
processes or departments which work closely with customer databases
are concentrated in such locations. Virtually all multinational groups
maintain their relevant service centres in Central and Eastern Europe,
the largest of which include Accenture, Genpact, Siemens, GE Money
Bank, SAP and Cap Gemini. Since the credit crunch, however, uncertainty
has been growing in many sectors, with a corresponding reduction in
outsourcing-driven demand for office space at present. “Large-scale
renting or project development for own purposes have been put on hold
for the time being,” reports CBRE’s Ridder. The dependence of some
Central and Eastern European medium-sized cities on the decisions
of globally operating companies to locate there had grown hugely in
recent years, he goes on.
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The first wave of outsourcing started in the early 1990s after the
collapse of Communism. The second began, according to property consultancy DTZ, just under three years ago, when many groups withdrew from
recent back-office destinations such as India and China. “With outsourcing
it is important to integrate the outsourced business processes into the
overall operation as efficiently as possible. Communication is essential
in this respect. European companies are more likely to find employees in
Central and Eastern European states who can speak German or French
alongside English than in India or China, for instance,” notes Jörg Nehls,
CEO of DTZ Deutschland Holding GmbH. Many young employees from
Central and Eastern Europe had already worked in Western Europe and
were familiar with the culture and customs of various Western European
countries, he adds.
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It is therefore no surprise that medium-sized Eastern European cities
have proved more compatible for Western companies. The wages here
may be four times higher than in India but are still two to four times
lower on average than in Western Europe or the USA. The outsourcing
region between the River Oder and the Black Sea is set to benefit from
the reservations about Asia as soon as the initial shock of the crisis has
passed, experts anticipate. “The local office markets of the region have not
however reached the quality and stability we expect,” explains Karl‑Joseph
Hermanns-Engel, Member of the Management Board of Union Investment
Real Estate AG and responsible for international business. The major office
markets in the region such as Warsaw, Prague and Budapest are different.
They respond to the sector-specific fluctuations in demand less intensely
than small and medium-sized cities. In spite of lower demand, the rents
have not shown a downward trend either. On the contrary, in Prague, for
example, prices even increased, according to Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL),
at the start of Q4/2008 by 7 per cent on the corresponding prior-year
period. The analysts expect office space to rise even further in price until
2012. Warsaw, Budapest and Bucharest have entered the phase of slower
rental growth – like many major Western European business centres. In
the past three years, many cities in Eastern Europe have also been more
effective in reducing vacant space than their sisters in the West. One
example is Warsaw, where the share of unused space has decreased

The Cefin Tower stands in Bucharest (here as a simulation)
and forms part of the Romanian Cefin Group.

from 20 per cent in 2001 to just over 2 per cent at the end of the third
quarter of 2008. Frankfurt am Main, on the other hand, has consistently
registered double-digit vacancy rates since the end of the dot.com crisis.
Poland outperforms most other CEE states in many respects anyway.
Its economic growth is expected to reach almost 5 per cent in 2008 in
spite of the credit crunch, an important engine being the construction
industry. In addition to many new hotels and shopping centre projects,
many new offices have been built, says a report from Germany Trade
and Invest (bfai) from last September. The new building work is concentrated in the provincial capitals, above all Krakow and Wroclaw. Cranes
have also been at work on Warsaw’s outskirts, such as in the district of
Mokotow. During the first half of 2008 alone, investment in construction
projects increased by 20 per cent on the corresponding prior-year period
to €16.3 billion. An end to the construction boom is not in sight for now,
especially with Poland and Ukraine hosting UEFA‘s Euro 2012 championships. The Polish government is planning investment projects running
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Warsaw with highest total office stock
Popular investment targets for property investors in CEE
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into billions up to then. Several thousand kilometres of transport routes,
eight airports and the football stadiums in Warsaw, Wroclaw, Gdansk
and Poznan are to be converted or modernised by then at an estimated
cost of €27 billion. In addition to the hotels already planned, another
100 establishments will be required.
In Ukraine, the prospects are less rosy despite football fever. Alongside
the economic slump, self-inflicted factors such as high inflation of more
than 16 per cent in 2008 as well as the burst of the property bubble in
Kiev are among the market’s key problems. Many new building projects
have been postponed and ventures already underway halted. For example,
the Russian Mirax Group announced in September 2008 that it had to
shelve the building of a 46-storey office and business complex in Kiev
with 300,000 square metres of rental space indefinitely. In its country
report from October 2008, the bfai stresses that investment momentum

The Nile House in Prague was nominated for Union
Investment’s Prime Property Award in 2008.
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The states of Central and Eastern Europe have
been adversely affected by the financial crisis
but to a differing degree. What have some done
better and others worse?
The property markets of the region had no
problems in themselves. Nevertheless, they
have been adversely affected by the global
financial crisis – and to a certain extent
through no fault of their own, because unlike
the Western European or US banks, the
financial institutions in Eastern Europe did
not trade in toxic assets.
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€450 million in a series of tourism projects on Lake Balaton. The euphoric
mood of reconstruction has, however, been marred by many a halt to
construction, including in Hungary. For example, the construction of a new
government quarter in Budapest has been put on hold since early 2008.
The development and reconstruction project was planned as a publicprivate partnership. It was expected to cost some €500 million, of which
€170 million alone was earmarked for the key buildings. “The project is
not likely to be revived before the next parliamentary elections in 2010,”
says the bfai country report.
Many shopping centres are also not likely to be built or completed.
The sudden withdrawal of the German developer ECE from Russia and
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would have to strengthen if Ukraine intended to reach the state-set
objectives for the Euro 2012 championships. “As far as the construction
of public infrastructure is concerned, an upturn ought to be automatic
given the many projects in the run-up to the football championships.
Administrative and legal problems, conflicting lines of authority and
financial bottlenecks allow only modest progress, however,” notes the
report soberly.

Tangible momentum: Prague and Budapest

The Czech Republic and Hungary don’t have the prospect of any football
magic and will have to cope with the financial crisis without one-off
effects. Building and refurbishment work was carried out intensively
everywhere in 2008. The question is whether the many projects can be
completely realised. From the developer’s perspective, 2008 was a very
dynamic year, which, according to King Sturge, saw the construction in
Prague of another approx. 200,000 square metres of office space to add
to the existing 2.4 million square metres. 2008 was also a record period
for retail space, during which 260,000 square metres were completed
in the Czech Republic. The 250 shopping centres both large and small
nationwide are to be joined by another 70, most of which are planned
in smaller towns.
Cranes were at work in many places in Buda and Pest during 2008.
According to JLL, some 200,000 square metres of office space were added
within a year, raising the total in the Hungarian capital to in excess of
2 million square metres. Major projects included the Millennium Tower II,
which is being undertaken by the Hungarian developer TriGranit with
18,400 square metres of office space, as well as Haller Gardens by
the Vienna-based Immoeast, and the Spiral Office Building, a development by GTC Hungary, each comprising 32,000 square metres of space.
Another 300,000 square metres of office space is to be added in 2009,
according to JLL.
State and private companies in Hungary are also continuing to invest
in the expansion of tourism. By the end of 2009, eight to ten four- and
five-star hotels are to be built in Budapest alone and about as many

The property markets in Poland and the Czech
Republic were able to hold their own better
than, for example, Hungary and Romania. How
do you explain that?
Various factors play a role here. The Polish
banks did not make the same mistakes as
their counterparts in the West. They behaved
conservatively, and this is a crucial factor as
to why the country is now in a better position than the debt-laden Hungary, for example,
or Romania. Poland’s economy is also set
to grow by 3 per cent in 2009. The Czech
Republic is also getting off lightly but is more
dependent than Poland on exports to the
European Union. The Czech economy will
bounce back as soon as the recession in EU
countries is over.

Photos: G. Esch; Union Investment
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again throughout the country. The renovation of the city’s three major
thermal baths is already underway, for which the Hungarian government
is seeking major project status from the EU. Porto Investments intends
to build a new cultural and events centre in a central innercity location
on the banks of the Danube. The “Tüskecsarnok” construction project
in the Buda district, which was halted 15 years ago, is also to serve as
a conference centre in future.
Outside Budapest, investment is focused on the expansion of spa,
wellness and golf tourism. The Spanish group Iberalta alone is planning
to build 13 new hotels in Hungary, including three wellness hotels. An
Irish-Hungarian consortium (SCD and Quinlan) is planning to invest

What will be the consequences of this for your
investment strategy over the period from 2009
to 2010?
We are focusing in Central and Eastern
Europe on the larger, more developed property markets of Poland, the Czech Republic
and Hungary. In these countries the economic
structures are much more diversified than,

for example, in Romania, Bulgaria, Russia
or Ukraine. These property markets have
now undergone several cycles while offering
investors such as us greater reliability with
achievable rents and yields on a sustainable
basis, as well as profitable exit strategies
Are you looking for property at the moment in
Romania, Bulgaria or Russia?
Yes, of course. We are continuing to observe
these emerging markets because they do offer
opportunistic investment opportunities. However,
compared with typical investment targets such
as London or Paris, these are small markets with
a limited supply of properties. Fundamentally,
we regard investment in Eastern Europe as a
targeted addition to our portfolio.

ment. Are you seeking to exploit this special
event and to continue investing in these cities
in the coming years?
We do not trail after the world’s sporting
events like an investment caravan. But we do
find the expansion of Poland’s infrastructure
exciting, especially the road network. This
will certainly further boost interest in logistics
properties in future.
The interview was conducted by Miriam M. Beul.

Warsaw’s economic power is surprisingly high.
In a comparison of 63 European cities, the
Polish capital came second. In the location
rating for retail trade properties Warsaw even
holds top position. How do you explain that?
This is due firstly to steadily rising real
income and the comparatively young population who are keen consumers. Private
consumption has grown very dynamically. The
fact that it is continuing to move upwards
is certainly linked to the basic attitude of
the Polish population. The country is also
benefiting from foreign direct investment,
which in 2008 alone came to €10 billion. If
the economy is doing well people have a
tendency to keep shopping.
The UEFA European Football Championship
is being held in Poland and Ukraine in 2012.
The Polish government is planning to invest
billions of euros in the run-up to the tourna-

Karl-Joseph Hermanns-Engel (45) has been a
Member of the Management Board of Union
Investment Real Estate AG since 1 December 2008
and is responsible for asset management abroad.
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the location,” says Martin Sabelko, who manages Eastern European
business for ING Real Estate Investment Management (ING REIM).
Shopping centres remain so popular with investors and developers
also because they account for a larger share of the total sales
area on offer than in Western Europe. In Poland, some 7.8 million
square metres are available, 72 per cent of which is in self-contained
shopping centres. The capitals have a much higher provision of space
than the regions. The Czech Republic has, according to research by
the Austrian Europolis Group, some 1.86 million square metres of
space, of which almost half lies in Prague (751,000 square metres).
Hungary has 1.58 million square metres, of which just over half
(800,000 square metres) is in Budapest.

“Temporary paralysis”
Knut Drugowitsch, a qualified engineer and Managing Director of the Vienna-based project developer
Delta, on the current situation in the young property markets of Romania and Ukraine
You have been working in Romania for
one year, in the Czech Republic for ten
years and in Ukraine for three years. How
is the mood on Eastern Europe’s property
markets?
Bad. I have never experienced such a situation. In Ukraine and Romania it is as if
the markets have dried up. Even projects
which already had promises of finance
are being halted. However, it must be said
that Ukraine is in an especially complicated situation and is suffering more than
other Eastern European states.

Shopping centres still sought after

Ukraine in the autumn of 2008 came as a shock to many in the
market. The overextension of ECE’s joint venture partner in Eastern
Europe caused an otherwise close partnership to falter. The listed
US company Development Diversified Realty (DDR) got into liquidity
difficulties last autumn and withdrew from Russia and Ukraine.
ECE and DDR had been intending to invest a good US$1 billion
in the next five to ten years, with DDR shouldering 75 per cent
of the amount. Yet the money is no longer there. As a result, ECE
also lacks the resources to realise the projects planned in Russia
or the projects under construction in Yaroslavl, Rostov-on-Don and
Tolyatti. “Yaroslavl und Tolyatti are being delayed. No one can say
today for how long. It is certain that we will build at some stage
– the projects are ready for construction,” says ECE spokesman
Christian Stamerjohanns.

Consolidation could be advantageous

The fact that many projects or plans have to be re-examined owing
to lack of finance may also have a beneficial effect. The voices of
those who warned against the rapid growth in shopping centres
in Eastern Europe have become even louder of late. “We can see
already that the future supply of retail space not only in Ukraine,
but also in Romania and Bulgaria, will deviate hugely in some cases
from the country-specific demand. Anyone planning as a developer
to pave these countries with western-style shopping centres should
rethink their strategy,” says Hannes Lindner, Managing Director of
the Vienna-based valuation company Standort + Markt GmbH. Even
for property agents like Andreas Ridder of CBRE, everything has
progressed far too quickly. The construction of more and more new
centres had in some cases thwarted retailers’ readiness to make
decisions. During the planning and construction phase it would be
difficult to assess from the retailers’ perspective which centre would
prove successful. “Since no one wants to be bound by a long-term
contract to an empty shopping centre, the retailers often rented
a much smaller space or no space at all. The crisis has intensified
the hesitation,” notes Ridder. Investors have also got into a scrape
because financing and the start of construction depend on rental
agreements. “Without key users nothing can get going. Especially in
the young Central and Eastern European markets, names with a ring
to them and a high level of pre-letting are often more important than

10
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What are the reasons for this?
Investor confidence is lacking. And this is
not just the fault of the credit crisis. Several
factors are mounting up in Ukraine. Firstly,
there is the political situation. The country
has no stable government and even had no
government at all for a while. There is also
the high inflation of 16 per cent, and its
currency, the grivna, is in freefall.

Invested in Eastern Europe
Union Investment has purchased ten properties and
property companies in Central and Eastern Europe
since 2005. The properties and property companies are
situated in Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary.
Poland
4 Katowice, 3 STAWY, shopping centre
Czech Republic
4 Mladá Boleslav and Teplice, Olympia shopping centres
4 Prague, Danube House, office building
4 Prague, Technopark Pekarska,
ˇ
office building
4 Prague, Trianon, office and business complex
Hungary
4 Budapest, Infopark Research Center, office building
4 Budapest, Krisztina Palace*, office building
4 Páty, M1 Business Park, logistics centre
4 Vecsés, Airport Business Park, logistics centre
* Project development

Photos: Batar Zsolt (P.10);Privat

The Europolis City Gate office complex in Budapest was
developed by the Europolis Group.

Slovakia shows a similar distribution between the metropolitan region
and the rest of the country: 767,000 square metres of retail space is
available in this small country, of which the capital Bratislava accounts for
320,000 square metres. “Compared with other Eastern European states,
Bratislava is almost completely devoid of innercity shopping streets and
modern shopping centres. For that reason, shopping malls play such a
major role,” says Bernhard Mayer, Head of Investment with the Austrian
Europolis Group, which has invested almost €3 billion in the region.
The imbalance between major and medium-sized cities is no longer a
secret. Investors and developers – including from Germany – have discovered the Eastern European provinces. Krakow, Katowice and Poznan in
Poland or Brno, Liberec and Plzen in the Czech Republic are right at the
top of the list for planned new shopping centres. In November 2008,
ECE opened the “Forum Debrecen” in Hungary. The shopping arcade in
the centre of the country’s second-largest city accommodates over 120
outlets and a theatre. ECE Project Management advised on planning
and design while supporting and managing the Forum on a long-term
basis. “So long as demand for modern retail space is maintained new
construction activity will not completely slacken in the countries of Central
and Eastern Europe. In many countries there is a lot in the pipeline. How
quickly the projects can be implemented will be seen in the coming
months,” says Sabelko.

In May 2008, at the Real Vienna property
fair held in Vienna, Ukraine was hailed as
Eastern Europe’s hottest property market.
How can the wind change so dramatically
in such a short period?
There was a spirit of optimism across
the whole country just 3-4 months ago.
Now there are sad faces wherever you
look. I think, however, that a change
for the better will also occur relatively
quickly. It is as if everyone is waiting for
someone else to make the first move. And
the opportunities have not disappeared.
In 2006 and 2007 the gross domestic
product of the country with its 46 million
inhabitants increased in real terms by
almost 7 per cent. The country continues
to need modern office buildings, flats
and retail parks.
Why are you highlighting retail parks and
leaving shopping centres aside?
Ukrainians meet their daily needs at
street markets for the most part which
are located centrally and easily acces-

sible with public transport. Here they buy
not only food but also clothing, shoes
and books in particular. Typical Western
branded goods which you buy at a shopping centre are very popular throughout
the country but only very few consumers
can afford these items. The purchasing
power of a Ukrainian is equivalent to
7 per cent of the European average, with
people spending 70 per cent of their
income on food. This means that typical
Western shopping centres with surplus
stocks of clothing and consumer electronics make little sense.
Nevertheless, new shopping malls are
planned all over the country, with
850,000 square metres of shopping centre
space in the capital Kiev alone. Will they
now be realised at all?
Certainly not as planned in the next
three years. Regardless of the financing
bottleneck I am critical of the plans
for unrestrained new construction. The
majority of the new establishments are
to be created on the outskirts of cities.
In Kiev, only one in ten residents owned
a car seven years ago. People with cars
will not put up with a drive of more
than twenty minutes. Concepts which
are successful in Western Europe do not
necessarily work in Central and Eastern
Europe.
Excel calculations do not show up cultural
differences. Does the fault lie in the
system?
This is also true but sometimes the
calculations are wrong too. Many new
construction projects are based on totally
inflated price expectations. In Odessa, you
cannot rent any retail space for US$30 to
100 per square metre per month. Odessa
is not Frankfurt am Main! Yet I keep
hearing about such projects. An investordriven mentality is still dominant in many
markets. However, yields are generated
only by those who develop products that
conform to market needs. By that I mean

buildings and forms of outlets which are
accepted by the people.
Where do you currently see opportunities
for investors?
There will be a few winners who benefit
from the credit crunch in Central and
Eastern Europe. Highly exciting developments are currently on hold in many
Romanian cities, not only Bucharest. From
my perspective, it would be very worthwhile
to complete the planning and then to
build these projects. Such pearls certainly
exist in other markets of the region.
The interview was conducted by
Miriam M. Beul.

Property expert Knut Drugowitsch continues to
see opportunities in Eastern Europe for products
which conform to market needs. His introductory
property builder’s guide for real estate investors
summarises the special features of the Ukrainian
property market. www.delta.at
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Ways out of the crisis

The buildings of the Royal Exchange
in the City of London, once the site of
the city’s first stock exchange, have
housed a shopping centre featuring
luxury brands such as Hermès and
Tiffany since 2001. Because of the
increased yealds office properties in
the City with space for restaurants
and retail outlets remain of interest
to investors.

The financial crisis is paralysing international property investment markets, the first consequence
of which is that conventional investments are again in demand. By Alexander Heintze
European property investment markets are being affected
by the international financial and economic crisis. “The year 2009 will
be a year of pain for the real estate industry,” notes Christian Ulbrich,
Chief Executive Officer for EMEA for the Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL) consultancy. Property prices and rents have already fallen in many markets.
“In the current market situation hardly any investment vehicle will get
through the crisis without a decline in yields,” states the Scope analysis
company in its current report.
In order to make the pain more bearable, a change of strategy is
taking place, mostly among institutional investors such as insurance
companies, trusts or pension funds, security being a prime necessity.
Leveraging profit through credit is currently neither popular with
investors, nor would the banks finance such mind games. Risky project
developments with double-digit return expectations are also very thin
on the ground, say market researchers at Feri Research. According to
JLL, only 5 per cent of investors intend to put their money into so-called
opportunity investments in the coming year. Two-thirds of institutional
investors on the other hand are seeking conventional core properties.
By the end of 2011, there will be very little change in the current yieldrisk profile, according to Feri.

Hier steht die Bildunterschrift schrift Lorum Ipsumo sit amet. 9 auf 10pt Hier steht die Bildunterschrift schrift Lorum Ipsumo sit amet. 9 auf 10pt Hier steht die
Bildunterschrift schrift Lorum Ipsum
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Falling rents and prices

Yet not all investor groups have to perform this about-turn. Most of
the open-ended property funds avoided the overheated core markets
such as London and Paris, and therefore require little adjustment.
Thanks to the large number and usually broad regional spread of
the fund properties, write-downs do not have such a marked effect
on the performance of the fund portfolio, as confirmed by a study
conducted by Scope in December 2008. Some German fund companies
are making use of the price corrections and preparing to make a
comeback in traditional European markets. But uncertainty remains
regarding when the best time for such a move will be. JLL estimates
that the top rents in cities such as London, Paris, Dublin or Madrid
will fall by at least another 10 per cent this year, whilst experts
predict a decline of no more than 10 per cent in most German
cities, in contrast. Regardless of this, insurance companies and
other institutional investors are seeking to further reduce their
share of domestic property, according to Feri. German properties
currently account for 70 per cent of the portfolios held by this
group of institutional investors. Properties which are not located
in the six biggest property centres Berlin, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt/
Main, Hamburg, Munich and Stuttgart are to be discarded. Regional
business centres, known as B locations, could therefore become
the losers of the crisis. The professionals are seeking on the other
hand to increase their activities abroad, as shown by the studies
conducted by Feri and Scope. Many investors now see North America
as offering good buying opportunities, the price slump and weak
dollar making the USA attractive. The investment focus of institutional investors and open-ended property funds is expected to move
towards the three major European markets of the UK, Germany and

France in the years ahead, although investment policy will be much
more cautious than it has been up to now. JLL notes that investment volumes in 2008 are likely to be down some 60 per cent on
the previous year in each region. The markets in Eastern Europe and
South America are being eyed critically, on the other hand. Prices
have risen too steeply in the past here and uncertainty about what
the future holds is too high. Emerging nations in Asia are not on the
shopping list of professional investors either, on that the analysts
of JLL and Feri are agreed. The reason for the return to traditional
markets is that top properties are once again bringing in acceptable
yields. In the City of London alone, the initial net yields have risen
to over 6 per cent. On a European average, yields are well above
5 per cent again. The gap between yields and secure government
bonds has therefore been restored. This was not always the case
during the boom years. As a consequence of the mad prices many
investors will also be adjusting their risk management accordingly,
with greater priority being given to the right ratio of expected yield
to risk in future.
The mix of tenants is playing a major role once again. Whereas
landlords have hitherto fought for banks as reliable rent payers, office
space marketers have now grown more sceptical about financial
service providers as contracting parties. The winners could be locations
with a broadly diversified economic structure. Purely financial or
Clear decline in rents
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carmaking centres such as London or Chicago are set to suffer more
under the recession and to need longer to recover once the economic
crisis is over.
The Scope analysis company recently awarded most open-ended
property funds a good mark in terms of sector mix. These funds
appear to have got to grips with tenant structures. Nonetheless,
the risk premiums could rise even here if tenants come from industries sensitive to cyclical changes, with landlords paying increasing
attention to the credit standing of tenants and long-running
rental agreements. As a survey conducted by Union Investment
among European property investors at the end of 2008 showed,
the credit worthiness of tenants is of overriding importance to an
87 per cent majority in making an investment decision. “The longer
the funds can now fall back on secure rental income, the lesser the
reletting pressure under what are likely to be worse conditions in the
coming years of the crisis,” says Claudia Vogl-Mühlhaus of Scope.
Increased yields
Changes in Q2/2007 to Q3/2008 in basis points
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UK most strongly affected by decreases
Commercial properties in € billion
First to third quarter of 2007
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The recession necessitates active property management, above all
with office premises which are among the properties that have taken
a particular beating during the crisis. In order to reduce dependency
on the economic situation many institutional investors intend to lower
their share of office properties drastically over the next three years,
notes Feri. To date, offices have dominated the portfolios of institutional investors with a share of almost 60 per cent. This volume is now
set to fall by 5 percentage points on average. Open-ended property
funds also plan to reduce their share of office premises in future, says
Sonja Knorr, an analyst with Scope. Instead professional investors are
increasingly seeking to buy retail trade and logistics properties. Experts
predict that the rental income from the latter in good locations will
not decline quite as much as from offices.
The biggest problem facing the property industry, however, is
the lack of sources of finance. Owing to the banks’ reluctance to
lend, many investor groups are finding it virtually impossible to
finance major property packages. Investors who require credit for
their purchases are therefore increasingly seeking smaller properties with a price tag of up to €80 million and innercity business
premises with a retail outlet on the ground floor. According to JLL,
the latter are showing steady performance owing to the improved
rental trend for retail space.
Yet there are also optimists who see the financial crisis as
offering attractive property investment opportunities. “Investors
with high equity should make the most of and exploit the special
opportunities of the buyers’ market,” says Ulrich Jacke, Managing
Partner of the Dr. Lübke consultancy. The financially strong groups
include, alongside insurance companies and pension funds, some
open-ended property funds with high capital resources which can
fund property purchases usually from investors’ money. Yet these
resources are not flowing as freely as in the past. In addition, funds
which have suspended the redemption of share certificates are
not allowed to enter into any new investments for the time being.
The winners could therefore be the funds which during turbulent
market times keep their doors open to investors. But good properInvestment climate index of property investors
Change in index values in per cent
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First to third quarter of 2008

The property industry will also focus more on its core issue again. In
the past, most investors from abroad with short-term goals hoped
to make profits from the quick purchase and sale of properties. “In
future there will be less focus on the potential for increase in value
and more on the ongoing rental payments and costs and ways of
optimising them,” notes Michael Voigtländer, Head of the Property
Economics research centre at the Cologne-based Institute for the
German Economy (see interview).
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ties are rare – and only very few indeed are looking to snap up a
simple bargain. Those who do not have to sell will not do so given
the current prices. Dr. Lübke expert Jacke therefore sees no drastic
price reductions to date, noting that owners are selling property
only in a real emergency. Such emergencies could become increasingly frequent in future, however. According to the Ernst & Young
Real Estate consultancy, professional investors expect that forced
sales will increase markedly this year. Experts are divided on how
long the crisis will persist. Analogies with other crises provide a
possible guide, but there are significant differences compared with
earlier situations. It is not the first time though that an overheated
property sector has resulted in problems in financial markets.

Hope for the property market

The savings and loan crisis among US savings banks in the 1980s
bears similarities with Japan’s major property slump. Eberhardt
Unger of Fairesearch, an independent research company for institutional investors, sees parallels above all between the bursting of
the price bubble in the Japanese property market in 1990 and the
most recent situation in the USA. His conclusion is that the central
banks can do nothing to combat the crisis. Japan also lowered key
interest rates to 0 per cent to little effect. The crisis lasted almost
a decade. There are similarities with the global depression in the
1930s. Back then, property prices rose steadily before the crash
and loans were extended recklessly and above the value of the
property. But here the similarities end. Some 80 years ago the US
central bank turned off the money tap to combat inflation; governments reduced their public spending so as to spare the budget.
Today’s situation is completely different: governments and central
banks are doing their utmost to avert a depression. This provides
hope – including for the property market.

The British are more skeptical
A survey conducted in mid-December 2008 by Union
Investment of around 100 real estate companies
in Germany, France, Great Britain and the Benelux
countries has confirmed that European real estate
investment markets are being increasingly influenced by the international financial crisis. Since
the crisis came to head in the fourth quarter,
the Investment Climate Index has fallen significantly – between 9.3 and 10.2 points (see chart
at left). According to the long-term indicators
“basic conditions” and “market structure,”
Germany is still proving to be remarkably stable. One
can only conclude that the conditions on the German
market which are of importance to professional
investors are still perceived to be intact. In the professional investors‘ view, the global financial crisis isn‘t
likely to scar the German real estate market as deeply
as it will the British market. “Clearly, German and
French investors have much greater faith in the market
mechanisms of their own markets than exists now
in Great Britain in the wake of all the upheaval,”
said Reinhard Kutscher, Member of the Management
Board of Union Investment Real Estate AG.

“Property is the key issue”
Do lower interest rates and bail-outs bring relief to the
property sector or are they laying the foundations for a new
property bubble? Places & spaces asked Michael Voigtländer,
Head of the Property Economics research centre at the
Cologne-based Institute for the German Economy
Does the property industry need an economic
rescue package?
In general, sector-specific packages are not very effective.
Public investment and timely tax cuts are more suitable
measures. In addition, very few property companies
are threatened with insolvency in spite of high capital
gearing.
Are the stimuli packages already launched and now
planned also helping the property sector?
The construction industry as part of the property sector
is benefiting from additional public spending. The
subsidies for energy-saving measures are also of benefit
to the construction industry and property owners. The
property industry will be best served, however, if a longer
recession is prevented.
How will the crisis change the property industry?
The property industry will refocus more intently on its key
issue, real estate. In future, ongoing rents and costs and
ways of optimising them will come to the fore, especially
abroad. I also expect mergers, especially of public limited
property companies.
Will we soon be seeing purchases with leveraged
loans again?
No, both the banks and the companies have learnt
from their mistakes. In particular, affiliated companies
will find it difficult in future to invest with minimum
equity capital.
The interview was conducted by Alexander Heintze.
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Up on the roof
Things are moving upwards, and it’s worth the effort. Apart from a spectacular view many
a building roof offers surprises of a special kind. By Anette Kiefer

The New York Metropolitan Museum of Art uses the Cantor Roof Garden as an exhibition space – as here with the works of
pop artist Jeff Koons (above). Even in expensive London, architects have found elegant uses for previously unemployed roof
areas (below).

Photos: laif/hemis/John Frumm; laif/Redux/NYT/Romero
Librado; redcover/Henry Wilson

Roofs can offer much more than
mere shelter from the cold and
rain. Correctly utilized, they also
increase a property’s value, as on
the roof of the Hotel Gansevoort
in Manhattan, where the pool and
skyline complement one another.
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The character Karlsson-on-the-Roof, created by Astrid
Lindgren, knew all about the advantages of living on a roof, and in the
box-office hit “Pretty Woman” Richard Gere always rented a penthouse
suite in a hotel despite his fear of heights – “simply because it is the
best suite of all”. Both had good instincts: rooftops are now enjoying
an improved reputation in the property industry.
Gone are the days when only satellite dishes, fire escapes and
perhaps even a helipad were to be found on a flat roof. Nowadays,
you can swim, eat and run a marathon on the world’s rooftops, with
golf courses, summer cinemas, big wheels and even the odd practice
driving circuit using the extra space which has been neglected by
city planners to date. Rooftops are “the most underdeveloped real
estate in the city”, says New York architect Stephen Jacobs, whose
exclusive hospitality suite on the roof of the Hotel Gansevoort in
Manhattan has already won a number of awards.

Development trend

4
4
4
4

Art bunker: Berlin Mitte, www.sammlung-boros.de
Vienna rooftops: www.christianefeuerstein.at
Hotel Gansevoort: New York, www.hotelgansevoort.com
Dachaufbauten (Rooftop Structures). Konstruktion und
Design moderner Aufstockungen. Mechtild FriedrichSchoenberger, DVA Architektur, 2007

are possible up there which are no longer imaginable on the ground,
such as huge gardens in a major city or glass facades where you
can enjoy a meal without being overlooked by the neighbours. And
all this even at a low price: “You create a space on the roof which
costs nothing in terms of the price per square metre,” notes architect
Mechtild Friedrich-Schoenberger. For her coffee-table book entitled,
“Rooftop structures”‚ she took a close look at storey extensions
throughout Germany.
Countries with a notorious lack of space have long recognised
the potential of rooftops. In Tokyo, the cars of a driving school have
been doing circuits on a large flat roof for more than 40 years. A
practice circuit at street level would be almost prohibitively expensive
owing to the city’s exorbitant real estate prices. For that reason, the
Kanamachi driving school heaved 35 blue Mazdas onto a supermarket roof without further ado and set up a few traffic lights,
crossroads and even a level crossing. Space problem solved, usable
space doubled.
Another advantage of roofs is that they do not have to be
used all year round in order to generate a profit. Cologne’s

Refined use

Photos: Visum/Andreas Sterzing; Benthem Crouwel/Jan-Frederik Wäller

This could change in the years ahead, however. There are a lot of
signs, after all, that the trend towards developing rooftops has only
just begun. “The desire to live in the city is ever growing among
both young people and older people returning to the city after a few
decades in the suburbs,” notes Christof Rose, spokesperson of the
North Rhine-Westphalian Chamber of Architects. At the same time,
the space required by the individual is growing, with property agents
and architects now calculating about five to seven square metres more
per person than 20 years ago as the feel-good size for flats.
So that cities can continue to offer all interested parties enough
space, architects are now climbing onto the roofs of office and
apartment buildings in order to “promote the denser use of urban
space”, as it is splendidly formulated in the technical jargon. One
major advantage of the new construction sites is that many things

Museum Ludwig runs an open-air cinema on its roof terrace in
the summer months, after which the projection cameras and chairs
are simply stored away again over the winter. The same applies to
the temporary beach bars on the flat roof of Dortmund’s Kaufhof
department store, which serves as a parking level for the rest of
the year. And in Chicago, guests at the Windy City’s Stevens Hotel
can improve their swing on the hotel’s own rooftop golf course
during the short summer season.
One of the most spectacular German projects is the Berlin art
bunker devised by Christian Boros. The advertising designer and
art lover from Wuppertal bought the former World War II railway
air‑raid shelter a few years ago and had it converted into an exhibition space for his private collection. Where during the war years tens
of thousands of people often took shelter during bomb attacks, the
works of contemporary artists such as Olafur Eliasson and Anselm
Reyle are now on display.
Then Boros gave the concrete monster its crowning glory:
standing in solitary splendour on the huge flat roof of the colossus
is his 500-square-metre luxury penthouse. It is similar in looks to the
famous exhibition pavilion designed by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
in 1929 for the World Exhibition in Barcelona. Inside, Boros is said
to have indulged in door seals made from hand-sewn calfskin and
a rainforest shower for himself and his family.

Worth seeing

Football in the busy streets of Tokyo: even sports facilities end up on the roof these days, especially in major cities.
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Even tiny spaces can be converted into sought-after havens. On
the roof of a former dairy in Vienna, a water tank remained unused
because with only 18 square metres of space it seemed too small
to convert. Yet the beautiful roof terrace and breathtaking view so
captivated the owners that they hired a young team of architects
to make the impossible possible. And this has been achieved, with
furniture disappearing into the wall and a fold-away bed which can
be pushed out into an added lean-to during the day. The result is
one of Vienna’s most in-demand guest apartments which, to the
disappointment of many interested parties, is unfortunately not
available to rent.
Yet ten of thousands of flat roofs which could be developed
still remain unused in many cities. “In Vienna extreme measures are
taken to tack on a rooftop extension,” reports Axel Linemayr of Pool
Architektur, which designed the water tank apartment. “People have
a new take on life, and society is becoming more demanding. More
people are high-earners than before and want to have a beautiful
and unusual apartment for their money.”
One practical side-effect is that rooftop developments often
go hand in hand with a complete refurbishment of the building
underneath. In Vienna these are usually buildings dating back to
the years of rapid industrial expansion around the 1870s, and in
eastern Germany even buildings made from prefabricated slabs in
the 1960s. In this case, some of the floors are removed and instead
the new top storey is fitted with a luxurious roof terrace. The penthouses created in this way are usually rented out or sold at a higher
price than before. “The repairs make better economic sense if the
rents can recoup the investment faster,” explains Axel Linemayr.

she adds, is that, “The structures must be made of lightweight
materials, meaning wood or steel instead of concrete.” If a rooftop
conversion fails this is usually because of the unfavourable statics
of the main building. After all, the buildings were constructed in
such a way that they are able to support their own weight but not
necessarily the extra burden of an additional structure.
Anyone wanting, therefore, to be sure that they can benefit from
this trend should plan the roof terrace from the outset. The luxury
Hotel Gansevoort in New York leads the way: when it was opened
in 2004 in New York’s fashionable Meatpacking District, the roof
garden with pool and breathtaking view over the city was already
part of the concept.
“Sexy in the City” praised The Times with its approving headline,
while the New York Times reported: “Use of the pool at the
Gansevoort is restricted to guests. But that has not discouraged some
local residents eager for a swim in the luxury pool. They check in to
use the pool, they don’t use the room.” The pleasure of bathing does
not come cheap, however, with rooms at the Gansevoort starting
at US$325 per night. But for anyone seeking the high life on the
roof, the sky is the limit – quite literally.

Nominated for MIPIM Awards
From a distance it looks as if someone has just put down
their designer radio on the roof: during the recent major
refurbishment of the Las Palmas building in Rotterdam, a
stunning penthouse was added, in which the Dutch property
developer OVG now has its offices. The rooftop development is intended to have a maritime ambience and to draw
attention to Rotterdam’s proximity to the North Sea. The
purchasers of the main building also had strong nautical
connections. In 1953, the Holland America Line had Las
Palmas built directly on the banks of the Nieuwe Maas.
Today it belongs to a Union Investment property fund
and accommodates a renowned photography museum, a
restaurant and various architects’ offices on more than
20,000 square metres. This year, it was nominated for
one of the sought-after Mipim Awards, the most prestigious prize for properties worldwide. Whether or not it is
awarded first prize in the category of modernised office
building will be announced in Cannes on 12 March 2009.

It must be easy

There are only a few things that can complicate or prevent a rooftop
development. “The architects have to take the surrounding houses
into consideration, especially if they already have their own conversions,” says Mechtild Friedrich-Schoenberger. The prime requirement,
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The next generation
Location and standard of finish have long ceased to guarantee rising property values. The holistic quality
of the property is now also becoming more and more important. By Miriam M. Beul
The reports from major real estate agents carry a clear
message: the international financial and economic crisis is affecting
property markets globally. Is the megatrend “sustainability,” which
was still being talked up by the property industry in 2008, therefore
being swept from the agenda of property owners, project developers
and consultants? “I don’t think so because the global climate will
be a concern for all of us long after the current slump,” says Rainer
Eichholz, Chairman of the Essen-based Hochtief Projektentwicklung
GmbH. Companies were not just looking to polish their image. Their
aim was to safeguard their competitive lead. “Only those who
operate in an eco-friendly manner can enjoy economic success in
future,” continues Eichholz. He assumed that within three years one
in every two German construction projects would be implemented in
accordance with sustainability criteria. Last year this market amounted
to a good €20 billion. In Europe, he estimated that it accounted for
at least 25 per cent of sales – and rising.

Sustainability in existing buildings

New buildings such as the WestendDuo in Frankfurt am Main, for
which investors Hochtief Projektentwicklung and ING Insurance won
third prize in the Prime Property Award, make up only part of the
sustainability-related investment cake. Even more crucial for users
and owners will be what is to happen with existing buildings and
their outdated energy systems. The twin towers of the Deutsche
Bank building in Frankfurt am Main are currently acting as a signal.
From Europe’s biggest and most perfectly staged building refurbishment in terms of media coverage, one of the world’s most
eco-friendly skyscrapers is set to emerge by 2010. “Thanks to this
project, energy consumption and CO2 emissions will each be reduced
by 55 per cent and the required heating energy by 67 per cent. This
means that the towers will in future produce around 5,000 tonnes
less of greenhouse gases than before the refurbishment,” reported

Peter Mösle, Member of the Management Board of Drees & Sommer
Advanced Building Technologies, which is assisting with the project.
Union Investment is also engaged in improving the energy systems
of existing properties. In early summer, the renovation of the highrise building on the Dammtorwall built in 1965 gets underway in
Hamburg. It is the highest building in the emerging boomtown of
the Neustadt and is to be brought back to life by mid-2011. The
listed building called “Emporio” is to be gutted, with its façades,
interiors, lifts and technology replaced. The work will be conducted
in compliance with strict architectural conservation requirements
and sustainability criteria, to include a double-wall energy-optimised
façade. This will reduce the operating costs for heating and
air-conditioning by over 64 per cent, lowering CO2 emissions from
2,700 to 1,000 tonnes per year.
Deutsche Telekom is also investigating ways of converting its
properties to make them more eco-compatible. “Sustainability is
about more than just reducing energy consumption. Achieving climate
objectives credibly also requires sustainable management practices
which first have to be put in place in the company,” says Arno Riede,
Head of Construction with DeTeImmobilien.

Making economic sense

According to the latest investment climate study conducted by Union
Investment, 63 per cent of all the property companies surveyed in
Germany, France and the UK intend to invest more heavily in sustainable buildings in the future, and among fund companies it was as
many as 70 per cent. There can be no doubt that “sustainability” as
a topic is gaining increasing ground worldwide, notes Jerry Yudelson.
“Last year many major companies published sustainability reports
as a routine matter, and I predict that by 2010 every major global
company will do the same,” says the renowned LEED expert and
specialist in sustainable building and management.

Investors Hochtief Projektentwicklung and
ING Insurance won third prize in the Prime
Property Award 2008 at the Expo Real for
the multistorey building WestendDuo in
Frankfurt/Main.
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DGNB seal awarded in Germany for the first time
In early 2009, three properties from the
portfolios managed by Union Investment
were awarded the new German Quality
Seal for Sustainable Building. The
14,400-square-metre Laim290 building
in Munich on Landsberger Strasse
and the pre-certified Büro West office
project in the Messestadt Riem, each
picked up the DGNB silver award, the
second-highest honour for sustainable
buildings in Germany. In Hamburg, the

Emporio project, to be completed by mid2011, was also pre-certified in silver.
This existing high-rise building is to be
extensively refurbished along sustainability lines. Union Investment, itself
a founding member of the DGNB, was
actively involved in the development of
the certification system tailored to the
requirements of the German market.
The DGNB seal is regarded as a special
honour for the three properties within

the UniImmo: Deutschland portfolio. It
represents a clear and in-depth acknowledgment of the buildings’ holistic
quality as reflected in their resourceefficient design, energy efficiency and
quality comfort. In all, 16 buildings
in Germany have been awarded the
new sustainability certificate in the
gold, silver and bronze categories.
Another 12 pre-certifications have
been awarded to ongoing projects.
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Fewer vacancies with the LEED mark
Vacancies of US office buildings in per cent

Higher rents with the LEED mark
Development of rents for US office buildings in dollars/m2/month
Total US office market

40

Class A properties

LEED certificate

35

12

30

10

25

8

Class A properties

4The topic of sustainability has played a part for
some time in various investment classes, and especially
in investment funds. According to research by the
industry analyst Ecoreporter.de, investors currently
hold more than €10 billion in over 100 environmental,
ethical and sustainability-oriented share, pension
and mixed funds, with share-based funds by far the
most popular. Experts differentiate between environmental technology and sustainability-oriented
funds and funds with a marked ethical focus.
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He is observing a fundamental rethink: sustainability will soon
become a very “normal” requirement on good- to high-quality
properties. “When we talk in the future of a Class A building this
will always automatically mean sustainable properties, and perhaps
even with the relevant certification.” The economic advantages are
clear, after all, remarks Yudelson: “Sustainable buildings achieve a
higher rental income, can be let more readily and are sold at higher
prices than conventional buildings.”
As Hochtief developer Eichholz confirms, simulation calculations
have shown that a sustainable property can generate a higher return
owing to faster rentability and a higher possible rent. “Office tenants
accept a higher net rent if the lower additional charges produce
the corresponding savings,” says Eichholz. “It is very helpful that
the term “green” has now been depoliticised. Companies which
go for green buildings are no longer pushed into the eco-corner,”
states Ingo Beenen, Head of Strategic Consulting with Jones Lang
LaSalle (JLL).

* Forecast

2006

2007

2008

2009*

Source: Fuerst/McAllister; Henley Business School

of approval. With the new “German Quality Seal for Sustainable
Building” the second-generation certificate is now in use. It was
unveiled at the Bau 2009 fair in Munich at the start of this year with
its comprehensive list of criteria – and stands out from its predecessors (see inset box page 21).
Unlike the systems from the UK and USA, the new quality mark
assesses not only a building’s energy and environmental performance but also its economic, social and technical qualities, thus
seeking to cater more roundly for the complexity of a sustainable
building than its models. In addition, the quality seal developed
by the German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB) pre-empts
future European legislation on sustainable building and can even
be applied in various climatic zones. Developers therefore hope
that the German quality mark could also boost exports related to
sustainable building.

Quite the reverse: climate protection and sustainability are regarded
as offering a key competitive edge. This has been the experience of the
shopping centre developer Multi Development, whose Forum Duisburg
shopping mall takes pride for example in being “Europe’s most
eco-friendly shopping centre”. The 55,000-square-metre shopping
paradise was awarded even before its opening in September 2008 the
British Certification Sytem BREEAM for environmentally compatible
buildings in the second-highest category of “very good”. As part of
the assessment, various categories of the building were examined with
regard to their environmental compatibility. “With Forum Duisburg, for
instance, the façade is designed in such a way that its heat transfer
values undercut the requirements of the Energy Savings Ordinance
by over 30 per cent,” says Peter Knopf, Project Manager with Multi
Development, the developer of Forum Duisburg.
Also good for the environment is the around 10,000 square
metres of green roof, which reduces the building’s sun-related
warming while releasing oxygen and moisture into the atmosphere.
The Forum also saves a lot of energy, its own combined heating and
power (CHP) system making it possible to cut average total energy
consumption by at least 25 per cent on comparable centres. “The
operation of the CHP system is especially environmentally friendly
through optimum utilisation of the source of energy, with electricity, heat and refrigeration being produced directly on the spot,”
Knopf stresses.
The British certification system BREEAM is regarded along with
its US counterpart LEED, also in widespread use, as the ultimate seal
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Sustainability funds more weighted

Laim290 in Munich: UniImmo: Deutschland’s new office building (see simulation
shown here) was awarded the “silver” DGNB sustainability seal.

The Prime Property Award 2008

Many examples already put into practice
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Invest in the environment and ethics.
By Martin Diekmann

LEED certificate

Photos: Multi Development; Vivico Real Estate
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Total US office market

14

Sustainability pays

Last October saw the presentation of the Prime Property
Award 2008 for sustainable property investment.
Through the awards, Union Investment honours property
projects in Europe that combine ecological quality with
exemplary economical and socio-cultural sustainability.

The Forum Duisburg was awarded with the BREEAM certificate and is the
“most eco-compatible shopping centre in Europe”.

4 The first prize went to METRO Group Asset Management
for the Meydan Shopping Square in Istanbul, completed
in 2007. The construction is particularly innovative in
its air-conditioning, with one of the largest geothermal
systems in Europe, and a 30,000-square-metre green
roof. It also sets new standards economically, as
the geothermal system saves 1.3 million kilowatt
hours of primary energy every year. Cooling costs are
around 25 per cent lower than traditional systems,
while heating costs are around 30 per cent lower.
4 Second prize went to the investors behind the Alsion
science and cultural centre in Sonderborg, Denmark
(Universitets- og Bygningsstymelse, Sonderborg
Kommune, Forskerparken Syd A/S and Fonden Koncertsalen Alsion), which was completed in 2006.
4 ING Insurance and Hochtief Projektentwicklung took
third prize for the Frankfurt WestendDuo.
4 The jury gave a special prize to Swiss Life for the
Seewürfel complex in Zurich.

Environmental technology funds place special
emphasis on advances in environmental technologies which are designed to create or protect
a clean and healthy environment. This includes
companies that rely on energy generation through
wind power, photovoltaic or fuel cell technology, as
well as recycling companies engaged in activities
such as water treatment and supply. Whether the
production process at these companies is environmentally compatible does not play a part in
their inclusion in the fund portfolio, however.
Sustainability funds on the other hand are more
diversified, which is achieved by identifying
companies from various industries according to
what is known as the “Best-in-Class Approach”.
In this context, the quality of economic, social
and environmental services is assessed. These
companies must therefore not necessarily have
a strict environmental focus: even the shares of
companies from the oil extraction, automotive
and nuclear power industries are to be found in
some of these funds. The key criteria as reflected
in the fund title are applied across industries.

Only the best are included

One version of the “Best-in-Class Approach” is the
assessment of all companies irrespective of the
industry to which they belong. Only the best are then
included in the fund. The most well-known index
with this approach is the Dow Jones Sustainability
Index (DJSI). It was developed in 1999 by Dow Jones
and the Sam Group, a pioneer in sustainable investments, and is available in both a European and global
version. The DJSI World constitutes the best ten per
cent based on sustainability criteria of the 2,500
biggest companies within the Dow Jones World
Index, whilst the DJSI StoXX brings together the best
20 per cent of the Dow Jones StoXX 600 Index. The
property companies British Land, Hammerson and
Land Securities from the UK and the German construction group Hochtief are represented in the two indexes.
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Raising the curtain

country. This makes open-ended property funds the most transparent form of indirect property ownership.
Whereas the investing public is especially concerned about transparency at portfolio or individual property level, for professional
investors the transparency of property markets as a whole is very
high on the agenda. Because property investment has long ceased
to be simply a national business the comparability of international investment markets plays a crucial role in assessing investment
opportunities and risks. Very differing transparency conditions still
exist on national markets however. The reasons for this are chiefly
historic: the property markets in the Anglo-American countries have
been characterised for many decades by a professional network of
agents and advisers. Those who operate within this system and their
customers take for granted the comparatively open access to information about purchase prices, rents and tenancy terms, special concessions and much more besides. Emerging nations and especially
those countries where ownership of real estate was for decades the
preserve of the state have a lot of catching up to do.

If property investors were to choose their word of the decade, “transparency” would stand a good chance of winning. Openness and transparent markets have become a competitive advantage. By Anne Wiktorin
Barack Obama is setting the bar high by seeking as the
new US President to perform government work more transparently
than ever before. Just a day after his inauguration he launched a
new White House website, on which he promised to post all nonurgent bills for five days for examination and comment before signing them. What US Head of State Obama is promising his citizens,
to communicate the work of government in a comprehensible and
open manner, making it transparent, has long been regarded in the
world of business as striking the right chord. Rules on responsible
and transparent corporate governance have been introduced in all
industrial nations over the past decade.

INREV guidelines set the standard

Following the recommended guidelines

Investors seeking to see through markets

The assessments showed an astounding level of success with more
than half of all the funds examined already following the recommended guidelines. One-fifth had even implemented more than 75
per cent of the recommendations in their annual reports. By comparison, only 4 per cent of INREV members did so in 2006. In Germany too, the issue is on the agenda. The Transparency and Benchmarking Committee of the German Property Federation (ZIA) is, for
instance, currently working intensively on the development of its
own standards. „Existing international rules provide an important
guiding framework, of course,” notes ZIA Director Tanja Wiebe. German open-ended property funds laid the foundation stone for this
trend four years ago with their transparency drive.
They undertook to publish in their reports comprehensive information on liquidity and credit ratio, the make-up of their investors
and the properties held in the portfolio. Among this information
investors can find, for example, the market values, sustained rents,
letting rates and tenancy terms of the properties for each individual

„A great deal has improved over the past decade, however,” says
Hela Hinrichs. As Research Director with Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL), she
observes the property markets in the economic regions of Europe,
the Middle East and Africa (EMEA). „Our current transparency index
shows that commercial property markets are becoming increasingly
transparent worldwide.“ Every two years the US property consultancy publishes its global Real Estate Transparency report, which
appeared for the fifth time last autumn. Its chief finding is that half
of the 82 countries examined in 2006 have improved in terms of
transparency, with eight even moving up a whole transparency level.
The Czech Republic and Poland are now in the second-best category
for „transparent“ markets, whilst China, Dubai, India, Romania and
Ukraine moved up to the third level of „semi-transparent“ markets,
and Vietnam left the group of „non-transparent“ tail-enders and is
now regarded „only“ as a „less transparent“ market.

Still many markets without any progress

Photo: Image Source/Corbis

The property industry has also followed suit – a sector which, in the
words of Tommy Brown, member of the Corporate Governance Committee of INREV, the European Association for Investors in Nonlisted
Real Estate Vehicles, even in developed countries was regarded for
years as one of the most non-transparent. Launched in 2003, INREV
has set itself the task of drawing up binding corporate governance
standards for the European community of professional property investors and implementing them among its members. They now include over 320 companies, including Europe’s leading institutional
investors in property, which together manage a good €140 billion
of property investments for institutional customers.
These investors have thus become one of the significant drivers of
greater transparency in property investment products. “When INREV was
founded, there were no common principles, guidelines or recommenda-

tions,” recalls INREV Executive Board Chair Lisette van Doorn. Since then
a significant number of standards have been developed on corporate
governance and on the uniform calculation of net asset value (NAV).
Harmonised rules now also exist for performance measurement and
the remuneration system of funds. In October 2008, all the guidelines
were combined into a white paper. “We are convinced that these INREV
guidelines will become established as the industry standard,” says van
Doorn in view of the assessment of 2007 annual reports.

See-through: in recent years the portfolios of German open-ended property funds and global commercial property markets have become more transparent.
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However, there are still very many markets where no progress
has been made or the performance of countries even declined.
This includes Venezuela where owing to changed government
regulations and new taxation guidelines for foreign investors, the
South American country again slipped down to the last but one
category. The best in class proved to be Canada, whilst investors
will find the most transparent market in Europe in the UK. Professional property investors will not be surprised at this: anyone
seeking data on the office property market in the Canadian city
of Winnipeg will find what they need to know as easily as anyone
seeking information about retail trade rents in the British city of
Manchester. „One of the decisive requirements for being listed in
one of the top two categories is the provision of sufficient data
– including in smaller markets and for all property types from an
office to a logistics property,” summarises Hela Hinrichs. In addition, the information must be readily available to both locals
and foreigners. „In South Africa, for example, there are no typical market reports by consultants or commercial research companies,” notes the JLL expert. This lack is however balanced by
the high number of listed property companies with an obligation
to publish: „In this roundabout way you can access outstanding
data on such things as transactions, asking prices and rents,”

Transparent markets
Countries with the most transparent property markets, index value*
very transparent

Canada

transparent**

1,17

Australia

1,20

USA

1,20

New Zealand

1,21

Great Britain

1,31

Netherlands

1,33

France

1,34

Sweden

1,43

Belgium

1,48

Ireland

1,52

Hong Kong

1,55

Singapore

1,55

Finland

1,56

Germany

1,58

Denmark

1,68
1,0

1,1

1,2

1,3

1,4

1,5

1,6

1,7

* Very transparent: 1,00 – 1,49; transparent: 1,50 – 2,49; semi-transparent: 2,50 – 3,49;
less transparent: 3,50 – 4,49; non-transparent 4,50 – 5,00
** 16 countries were assessed as "transparent" overall
Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, as at: August 2008

notes Hinrichs, explaining the African country’s classification in
the second-best transparency category. The discrepancy in transparency levels is especially great in the Asia-Pacific region, with Australia
and New Zealand at the highest transparency level, Hong Kong and Singapore ranked even ahead of Germany and Japan heading the second
„transparent“ category.
Cambodia and Vietnam, however, are two Asian countries assessed
as being „less transparent“ and even „non-transparent“. All the same,
China’s major cities moved up into the category of semi-transparent markets, lying above comparable cities in India. „In China, as in all countries
regarded as less or non-transparent, the problem lies not only in the lack
of available market data,” says Hinrichs.

Mixed legal conditions

Just as important are the legal conditions, such as functioning land
records or the costs and course of the transaction process. As Hinrichs notes, „For example, whether contracts are available in English can be crucial to investors.“
The costs of purchase must be stipulated by law and
therefore clearly calculable. Countries where official permission can be secured only in return for a bribe are therefore
regarded as fundamentally non-transparent. When wooing
investors these countries go empty-handed: „Non-transparent markets hold greater risks and create higher costs,” says
Hinrichs. Even if the property yields in these countries are
higher the balance of risk to return ultimately advocates an
investment in markets that are transparent and more mature.
They offer not only a high level of legal certainty but also a
sufficiently large transaction volume – a key prerequisite for
making an exit at the right time – and the guarantee of fair
and continuous pricing. Transparency therefore creates competitive advantages in property markets, among professional
real estate investors – and in politics.
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Funds for specialists
Property has always been part and parcel of the portfolio of investments of institutional investors. Yet more and
more insurers and pension funds are using indirect forms of investment, from which the German special fund is
also benefiting. By Anne Wiktorin
It was a clear and yet for many surprising signal:
the property arm of the world’s largest insurance group, Allianz
SE, is about to embark on an aggressive expansion of its global
activities. At the end of January of this year, Olivier Piani, CEO
of Allianz Real Estate, announced that it intended to invest at
least €10 billion in properties worldwide within 5 years: “We
are seeking to increase the property share of the Allianz portfolio to up to six per cent and perhaps even higher.” This would
be equivalent to an increase in property assets to about €30
billion. Currently Allianz has €20 billion invested in property,
about 4 per cent of its total assets, with 31 per cent invested
in shares, and bonds accounting for 64 per cent. Thinking big
is now the slogan not only at Allianz Real Estate. Hannover
Rück, part of the Talanx Group, is also seeking to increase the
property share of its €19.8-billion portfolio from a meagre 1
to 5 per cent. Other companies belonging to the Talanx Group,
such as HDI or the life assurance company CIV, are also planning further property investments.
“Owing to the uncertainty on financial markets, institutional
investors are turning their attention increasingly to property,”
notes Helmut Knepel, CEO of the Bad Homburg-based research
company Feri Euro Rating Services, explaining the growing interest in property as an asset class. In the current year alone,
the intention to increase the property share has strengthened
Rapid growth
Number and volume of German special-purpose property funds in
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from one quarter to the next, remarks Knepel on the results of a
survey among 150 institutional investors: insurance companies,
banks, pension institutions, and industrial companies, as well
as churches and trusts. Whereas in March 2008, some 40 per
cent of investors were seeking to increase the property share,
by September 50 per cent of those surveyed intended to do so.
Those questioned were also quick to supply the reasons for their
decision: alongside the low correlation with shares and pensions,
institutional investors appreciate above all the steady returns
and low fluctuations in value associated with property.

External management in demand

“Many insurance companies have demonstrated good timing,
having divested direct national holdings during the buoyant
market of recent years,” notes Alexander Kähler, Partner and
Director of Real Estate Insurance & Pension Solutions with Ernst
& Young Real Estate in Munich, supplying a further argument.
“The liquidity released as well as additional resources are now
to be reinvested to further diversify capital assets.“For the majority of investors, the focus in firmly on the international diversification of the property portfolio. “This is primarily achieved
through indirect property investment products,” says Kähler and
expects that this should result in a significant expansion in indirect property holdings – by around 25 per cent on average.
“The institutional investors are increasingly exploiting the advantages of externally managed property investments,” confirms
Feri expert Knepel, adding“Alongside higher profitability, they
are greater diversification of the property portfolio and use of
the expertise of external asset managers.“ Fundamentally, insurance companies and pension funds were striving to achieve
higher earnings through their property funds and investments,
says Kähler of Ernst & Young, adding that the yield target of
6.1 per cent on average annually was almost 125 basis points
above that of direct holdings.

Property investment gaining in importance
Share of property in total assets of Germany’s institutional investors in
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As far as their willingness to take a risk is concerned, institutional investors are behaving in a much more restrained
way than in 2006. “We are seeing the clear impact of the international financial crisis,” says Knepel, adding, “Institutional
investors are currently much more wary of investments with an
increased risk profile.” Core investments are dominating in all
investor classes with a share of 76 per cent, which is up from
70 per cent in 2006. The core plus share has risen from 16.5
per cent in 2006 to 18.6 per cent. The proportion of opportunistic investments has fallen by 4.8 per cent and currently stands
at just 0.8 per cent. By the end of 2011, Knepel is convinced,
there will be little change in this yield-risk profile.
The product of choice is the special fund. Its share of indirect property investment holdings in the property portfolio of
institutional investors is currently 24.5 per cent – and this is set
to increase by at least 2.5 percentage points by 2011, the Feri
researchers predict. Major investors have meanwhile invested
€22.5 billion in the German funds, of which there are now 120.
The strongest rival to the German vehicle are the funds constructed under Luxembourg law, which German fund providers
are also launching for their institutional customers.
FCP and Sicav, as these vehicles are called for short, differ especially in terms of their legal form. The “Fonds commun de placement,” called FCP for short, is a special assets
fund similar to the German investment fund. The Sicav (Société
d´Investissement à Capital Variable) on the other hand is an investment company with variable share capital which conforms
with the value of the company’s net assets at any time. The most
important difference lies in the taxation of the two vehicles: with
the FCP the fiscal administration turns to the investor, and with
the Sicav to the fund. Both models offer investors great flexibility with regard to possible investment vehicles: the funds can be
invested in property, project developments or even derivatives
– such as property index derivatives – a clear advantage over
the German special fund, because like the latter the FCP can also
be assigned the security assets of a pension fund or an insurance company. Companies have to keep the latter in reserve so
that in the event of insolvency the claims of their policyholders
can be covered. This applies only to a limited degree with the
Sicav: it is assigned the security assets of a German insurance
company only under special conditions and for this reason does
not always constitute an alternative to the special fund.

German special fund strengthened

“Last year the focus of the new issues was on Luxembourg vehicles, but this is set to shift in favour of German special funds
again,” notes Ingo Hartlief, Member of the Management Board
of Union Investment Real Estate confidently. Thanks to the Investment Act, which was amended at the end of 2007, the German special fund had again become competitive against its Luxembourg counterparts, he added. “The new Investment Act is a
step forward. It strengthens Germany as a financial centre,” says
Stefan Seip, Director-General of the Bundesverband Investment
und Asset Management e.V. (BVI).
Above all the option of deviating with the consent of its investors from the investment limits laid down for special property
assets in the Investment Act has greatly boosted the appeal of the
special fund. All the experts are agreed that it will in future be the
key tool in indirect property investment. At the same time, major
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Institutional investors are increasingly interested in investing
in property indirectly, such as through the Immo-Invest: Europa fund. The fund portfolio includes the Rembrandt Tower
in Amsterdam.
investors use the vehicle not only to supplement an existing portfolio, notes Helmut Knepel. Through so-called contribution funds
insurers shift their directly held property assets into an externally
managed fund. This method has been used, for example, not least
by Gothaer Versicherung and Rheinische Zusatzversorgungskasse
für Gemeinden und Gemeindeverbände (RZVK). Whether Allianz
Real Estate CEO Olivier Piani has similar plans, he will not say.
But he is sure about one thing: unlike to date the company will no
longer exclusively acquire property directly. Above all to achieve
the desired geographic distribution, increased investments in fund
vehicles were planned, Piani confirmed.
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Protected against inflation

Property boom comes to an abrupt end in the Baltic states

In times of inflation many investors prefer safe investments, with property in particular demand.

Anyone who invests in property escapes inflation.
This protective effect may be readily quoted but is only correct
to a limited degree, as is borne out by the latest study conducted
by the Cologne-based Institute for the German Economy (Institut
der Deutschen Wirtschaft – IW) on the protection against
inflation offered by property, direct investment and shares.
According to the study, the mechanism functions only partially
– depending on the type of property.
The somewhat surprising result is that residential property
affords the best protection, followed by office and commercial
premises. “A home cannot be replaced at short notice,” is how
Michael Voigtländer, Head of the Property Economics research
centre at IW, interprets the results. It is therefore easier for
landlords to push through rent rises. The situation does vary,
however, from one country to another, he adds. In Germany,
for example, the adjustment of rents to inflation lags greatly
behind that of other countries. Any increase is therefore below
inflation as a rule – one reason why an owner-occupied home
is barely suitable for protecting against inflation.

Continued rent review

The situation is different with open-ended and closed-end
property funds which invest in a mix of premises of various
types of use. In the past, they were able to beat inflation easily
in most cases. This is made possible by what are known as
stable-value clauses, which are intended to prevent the properties from losing value. To this end, the tenants and landlords
agree that rents should be regularly adjusted in line with the
general price trend. In Germany, the Federal Statistical Office’s
consumer price index is usually consulted for this purpose. If it
rises, rents are adjusted accordingly. In many cases, however,
this is tied to conditions.
For example, it is agreed in the clauses that the monthly
rent will change if the consumer price index rises or falls by
more than five points. The base year for the Federal Statistical

Office is 2005 with an index consisting of 100 points. Pegging the
consumer price index has gained acceptance in virtually all European
countries, with only small differences in the calculation. In Belgium,
for example, items which are harmful to health, such as cigarettes,
are not included in the index. Rents in France only were adjusted in
line with construction costs for a long period. However, since these
costs always rose more quickly, the government was forced to act
so as to keep housing affordable. Since early 2008, the index for
residential property has therefore been calculated from the average
consumer prices over the last twelve months. With commercial
property upper limits are often agreed so that rents cannot rise
excessively. Experts also expect that even in this segment rents will
soon be pegged to a general price index.
In Anglo-Saxon countries and in Asia, automatic protection
against inflation is largely unknown, on the other hand. In these
countries graduated rental agreements are often concluded which are
intended to have a similar effect. As a result, all stable-value clauses
have a desirable side-effect: since property prices are calculated as
a multiple of the annual net rent, the value of the properties rises
together with the rent.

No complete protection against inflation

Experts warn against overrating the built-in protection against inflation.
Office rents above all are rarely pegged 100 per cent to inflation, with
tenants usually granting themselves a few “inflation-free” years. As a
result, only between 50 and 80 per cent of the index rise is normally
passed onto tenants. Other contracts stipulate an adjustment only every
two years. In addition, supply and demand have a major bearing on the
rent trend, with index-linking also having a detrimental effect.
If vacant space rises, rent increases become very difficult to
enforce, as faced with a rent rise tenants are more likely to look
around for a cheaper alternative. Even if rental agreements do
expire, few tenants will be willing to extend on higher terms or
to sign a new contract. Investors in property can therefore rely
only on partial protection against inflation.

Open-ended property funds
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Estonia has fallen sharply over the past

investments prompted a property boom

year. According to a survey conducted

in Baltic markets. In 2008, in contrast,

by Colliers International, the investment

investors with high equity especially

volume had slumped by some 40 per

from Germany dominated the market,

cent to the end of October 2008 on the

including the capital investment

corresponding prior-year period. Hardest

companies Deka Immobilien, Kanam

hit was Latvia, the country with tradi-

and Catella Real Estate. The yields for

tionally the highest investments, where

commercial properties rose last year by

the transaction volume during the first

75 to 125 basis points to 8.6 per cent

ten months of 2008 reached just €40

for office and retail premises and to 9.8

million, compared with €253 million

per cent for industrial space.

during 2007 as a whole. The reason is

www.colliers.com/markets/BalticStates

Acting responsibly

Looking over the architect’s shoulder

4 What behaviour does society expect of companies? This question is the

4 For all those who would like to know how architects work, what

focus of the study conducted by Berlin consultancy Pleon. The most important

inspires them and which tools they use when designing, Elke Krasny

finding is that companies should primarily conduct their own business affairs

has taken a look behind the scenes of international architects’

responsibly. Only after that does the public expect additional projects for

practices. From Alvar Aalto to Venturi Scott Brown & Associates,

the environment and society. In order to be perceived as acting responsibly,

the book offers surprising insights into the creative processes of

it was more important to engage directly in eco-friendly production or to

architects. This is not about glossy profiles. Rather, the aim is to

comply with occupational safety requirements than, for example, to restore

demystify the design process. Every practice is portrayed with a char-

a stream to its natural state or renovate a playground. This also means that

acteristic tool, providing an overview of the tools of the architect’s

anyone who “slips up” in their business operations cannot “buy back” their

trade over different generations – a novelty in the world of architec-

reputation, the survey showed. This applied especially in foreign markets,

tural records.

where companies came under particularly close scrutiny.

Elke Krasny, The Making of Architecture, Birkhäuser 2009, ISBN: 978-3-7643-

www.pleon.com

8980-2

Development of the European fund volume

Inflation

flowed into non-listed European fund vehicles, in 2008 this figure had risen
to €286.7 billion. Growth is now cooling off, predicts INREV, the European

9.4

Association for Investors in Nonlisted Real Estate Vehicles. The majority of
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European property fund managers are expecting, according to an INREV
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Ten years of growth
Fund volume* in € billion and number of listed European
property investment vehicles

property assets year on year. Whereas ten years ago “only” €86.2 billion
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Source: BVI, Federal Statistical Office
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9.1

8.3

The investment volume also dropped in Estonia
by 40 per cent (Viru Center in Tallinn shown here).

the complete withdrawal of specula-

markets property investment in the three

4 Since 1998, Europe’s institutional investors have increased their indirect

German open-ended property funds offer protection against inflation
Average annual performance of german open-ended property funds compared with the annual change in the consumer price index in per cent
10

Photo: Visum/Dirk Gebhardt

Stable-value clauses can partially reduce the risk of inflation. By Alexander Heintze

4 Owing to the crisis in global capital

300

pension funds, believe in a recovery only from 2011.
www.inrev.org
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study, that the fund volume will not rise again until 2010. The investors
themselves, professional investors such as insurance companies and

Fund volume
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Moscow: office rents falling, vacant space rising

Photos: artur/Dieter Leistner; Vivico Real Estate; Union
Investment/Stefan Huger; Union Investment

The Russian Savings Bank resides in a modern
office building in Moscow.

4 The Moscow office property market is expe-

during the peak rental phase up to the autumn

riencing a sharp downswing. During the course

of 2008 can no longer fulfil them. As a result,

of this year as much high-quality existing space

many tenants are not even moving into their

is likely to be available as newly built office

rented space. In addition, an increasing number

space for the first time. By the end of 2009,

of banks, investment companies and consultan-

the vacancy rate will rise in the upmarket

cies are subletting space, notes Knight Frank. In

segment to 15 per cent, predicts the interna-

2007, these companies signed 28 per cent of the

tional property consultancy Knight Frank. During

rental agreements in the upmarket segment. A

the first half of 2009 alone, some 150,000

proportion of this space is already on the market

square metres of space in the best existing

again, even including office space just leased

properties will lie vacant. This is firstly the conse-

in 2008. The rents had already fallen in the

quence of expiring rental agreements, chiefly

fourth quarter of 2008 by some 25 per cent on

for large‑scale lets of more than 5,000 square

the previous quarter and were set to drop by a

metres in the upper price segment. Secondly, a

further 5 to 10 per cent, Knight Frank concludes.

number of tenants who signed their agreements

www.knightfrank.com

The office building
completed last October for
the UniImmo: Deutschland
fund (here as a simulation)
was awarded the DGNB
sustainability seal in
“silver” early this year.

Solaris,
Vienna

Only Germany remains steady

Looking to the future

4 European office rental markets are also suffering from the worldwide

4 With its “City in 2050” initiative, the international Urban Land

recession. The European rental index calculated by Jones Lang LaSalle for offices

Institute (ULI) is seeking to further advance the debate on the

in 24 index cities fell in Q4/2008 by 3.4 per cent on the previous quarter. In a

interaction between urban development and property investment

year-on-year comparison, the top rents declined by 2.4 per cent. The only market

in a globalised world. The key topics of the future were higher

to show slight growth during the fourth quarter was Lyon (+2.0 per cent), whilst

demands on the part of capital markets, rising energy costs, growing

the London West End (-11.6 per cent), Stockholm (-6.8 per cent) and Dublin

awareness of climate change and demographic change. Within its

(-5.2 per cent) registered the sharpest declines on the previous quarter over the

initiative the globally operating research and education organisation

same period. The top rents of the six German property strongholds remained

with over 40,000 members in 94 countries is seeking an answer to

steady except for Stuttgart in the fourth quarter, with Berlin (+4.8 per cent),

the question of how planners and property experts would define the

Hamburg (+2.2 per cent), Munich (+1.7 per cent) and Stuttgart (+2.9 per cent)

“best future in 2050” for their city. The project team is happy with

even showing growth in a year-on-year comparison.

the ideas generated.

www.joneslanglasalle.com

2050@uli.org

The environmentally
progressive office building
in the up-and-coming
Vienna district of St. Marx
was acquired in September
2008 for the UniImmo:
Deutschland fund.
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Laim290,
Munich
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Pórtico,
Madrid

Since January, the eightstorey office building which
is fully let on a long-term
basis (sale and leaseback)
belongs to the UniImmo:
Deutschland portfolio.

